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Type A affine shuffles are compared with riffle shuffles followed by a cut.
Although these probability measures on the symmetric group S are different, theyn
both satisfy a convolution property. Strong evidence is given that when the
Ž .underlying parameter q satisfies gcd n, q 1  1, the induced measures on
conjugacy classes of the symmetric group coincide. This gives rise to interesting
combinatorics concerning the modular equidistribution by major index of permuta-
tions in a given conjugacy class and with a given number of cyclic descents. Using
representation theoretic work on the Whitehouse module, a formula is obtained
for the cycle structure of a riffle shuffle followed by a cut. It is proved that the use
of cuts does not speed up the convergence rate of riffle shuffles to randomness.
Generating functions for the first pile size in patience sorting from decks with
repeated values are derived. This relates to random matrices.  2000 Academic
Press
Key Words: card shuffling; conjugacy class; sorting; random matrix; cycle struc-
ture.
1. INTRODUCTION
In an effort to study the way real people shuffle cards, Bayer and
 Diaconis BaD performed a definitive analysis of the Gilbert
ShannonReeds model of riffle shuffling. For an integer k 1, a k-shuffle
can be described as follows. Given a deck of n cards, one cuts it into k
n nŽ .piles with probability of pile sizes j , . . . , j given by k . Thenj , . . . , j1 k 1 k
cards are dropped from the packets with probability proportional to the
Žpile size at a given time thus if the current pile sizes are A , . . . , A , the1 k
Ž ..next card is dropped from pile i with probability A  A  A . Iti 1 k
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3 was proved in BaD that log n shuffles are necessary and suffice for a22
Ž  2-shuffle to achieve randomness the paper A established this result
.  asymptotically in n . It was proved in DMP that if k q is a prime
power, then the chance that a permutation distributed as a q-shuffle has
n i-cycles is equal to the probability that a uniformly chosen monic degreei
n polynomial over the field F factors into n irreducible polynomials ofq i
degree i.
These results have recently been extended to other Coxeter groups and
 placed in a Lie theoretic setting. The paper BeBe defines hyperoctahe-
 dral shuffles using descent algebras and the paper BiHR relates
 GilbertShannonReeds shuffles to hyperplane walks. The paper F2
defines riffle shuffling for arbitrary real hyperplane arrangements, with
 convergence rates obtainable from the theory in BiHR . The results of
 DMP are given a Lie theoretic formulation and extension, at least for
    Žtypes A and B, in F3 and F4 . Random polynomials are replaced by the
semisimple orbits of the adjoint action of a finite group of Lie type on its
Lie algebra, and even in type A restrictions on the characteristic are
.  needed. The paper F1 considers the cycle structure of permutations after
biased shuffles, and generalizations based on dynamical systems appear in
 La1, La2 .
It is worth commenting that the combinatorics of type A riffle shuffles is
 intimately connected to cyclic and Hochschild homology Han, GerS , the
   PoincareBirkhoffWitt theorem BeW , free Lie algebras Ga , and Hopf´
Ž  .  algebras Section 3.8 of SSt . In recent work, Stanley Sta has related
biased riffle shuffles to the representation theory of the symmetric group,
thereby giving an elementary probabilistic interpretation of Schur func-
tions and a different approach to some work in the random matrix
   community. He recasts and extends results of BaD and F1 using
quasisymmetric functions.
   Using a construction of Cellini Ce1, Ce2 , the paper F5 studies
Žcombinatorially much more intricate shuffles called affine shuffles they
.  are reviewed in Section 2 . The conjectures of F5 state in type A that the
chance that a permutation distributed as an affine q shuffle has n i-cyclesi
is equal to the probability that a uniformly chosen monic degree n
polynomial with constant term 1 over the field F factors into n irreducibleq i
Žpolynomials of degree i. The abstraction of these polynomials is semisim-
.ple conjugacy classes of finite groups of Lie type. These conjectures are
Ž  .remarkable in the sense that unlike the Lie algebra case F3 no restric-
tions on the characteristic are needed and there seems to be a reasonably
natural way of associating to such a polynomial a permutation in the right
conjugacy class, such that choosing the polynomial at random induces the
  Žaffine shuffling measure. As emerges in F5 which gives an application to
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.dynamical systems and hints at number theoretic applications , this conjec-
ture seems challenging.
The second type of shuffle to be studied in this paper is riffle shuffling
followed by a cut at a uniformly chosen random position. Section 3
develops combinatorial preliminaries of shuffles followed by cuts. It is
shown there that doing r ‘‘k-shuffles followed by a cut’’ is the same as
Ždoing r k-shuffles and then a single cut this is known for k 2 from
 .Ce3 . It is proved that the total variation distance between a sequence of
Ž .x riffle shuffles and y cuts performed in any order and the uniform
distribution on S is at least the total variation distance between an
sequence of x riffle shuffles on S and the uniform distribution onn1
S . In this precise sense cuts do not help speed up riffle shuffles. Thisn1
 perhaps surprising fact can be contrasted with a result of Diaconis D2 ,
who used representation theory to show that although shuffling by doing
1 Ž .random transpositions becomes random in n log n steps, the use of cuts2
3 Ž .at each stage drops the convergence time to n log n steps. It would be8
worthwhile and interesting to systematically study the effect of cuts on
convergence rates of shuffling methods. Section 3 also shows that a riffle
Ž .shuffle followed by a cut is at least as random and sometimes more so
than a cut followed by a riffle shuffle.
Section 4 uses representation theoretic work on the Whitehouse module
to obtain a formula for the cycle structure of a riffle shuffle followed by a
cut. More precisely, it is shown that the chance that a permutation
distributed as a q riffle shuffle followed by a cut has n i-cycles is equal toi
the probability that a uniformly chosen monic degree n polynomial with
non-zero constant term over the field F factors into n irreducible polyno-q i
mials of degree i. The connection with representation theory is illuminat-
 ing; it follows for instance that the work of DMP on the cycle structure of
riffle shuffles is equivalent to a representation theoretic result of Hanlon
 Han . The Whitehouse module is interesting in its own right and appears
in many places in mathematics; the interested reader should see the
transparencies for a talk on the Whitehouse module on Richard Stanley’s
MIT website.
Section 5 gives strong evidence for the assertion that affine shuffles and
shuffles followed by a cut, although they are different probability mea-
sures, coincide when lumped according to conjugacy classes provided that
Ž .the prime power q satisfies gcd n, q 1  1. This leads to fascinating
combinatorics concerning the modular equidistribution by major index of
permutations in a given conjugacy class and with a given number of cyclic
descents.
Section 6 considers questions which turn out to be related to cycle
structure in multiset permutations. To motivate things, we follow the
  Žrecent preprint AD in its description of patience sorting which can also
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be viewed as a toy model for solitaire, a card game which unlike blackjack
.has been extremely difficult to analyze mathematically . The simplest case
is that one starts with a deck of cards labelled 1, 2, . . . , n in random order.
Cards are turned up one at a time and dealt into piles on the table
according to the rule that a card is placed on the leftmost pile whose top
card is of higher value. If no such pile exists, the card starts a new pile to
the right. For example, the ordering
7513624
leads to the arrangement
1
5 2 4
7 3 6
 The survey paper AD details connections of patience sorting with ideas
ranging from random matrices and the RobinsonSchensted correspon-
 dence to interacting particle systems AD2, BaiDeJ, Han, Rai . For exam-
ple, the number of piles in patience sorting is the length of the longest
increasing subsequence of a random permutation. After an appropriate
renormalization, this statistic has the same distribution as the largest
 eigenvalue of a random GUE matrix. The usefulness of AD is its insight
that other functions of the random shape obtained through patience
sorting have interesting structure. They give results for various pile sizes
and suggest the search for analogous results for two variations of patience
Žsorting, from decks with repeated values: ‘‘ties allowed’’ i.e., a card may be
.placed on a card of the same value and ‘‘ties forbidden.’’ Section 6 gives
generating functions for the first pile size for these two variations and also
for the case where each card is chosen at random from a finite alphabet.
We remark that our approach also works for a game one could call
m-Solitaire in which each card value may be placed on a given pile up to m
Žtimes ties allowed and ties forbidden corresponding to m  and m 1,
.respectively . As these games are of less interest, we omit the details.
It may strike the reader that Section 6, although involving cards and
cycle structure, is unrelated to card shuffling. However, there is a relation.
To elaborate, suppose one picks a random word of length n from a totally
ordered alphabet, where the probability of getting symbol i is x . Thei
number of piles in patience sorting applied to the word is the length of the
longest weakly increasing subsequence. Each word corresponds to a possi-
ble riffle shuffle and the longest increasing subsequence in the correspond-
ing permutation is the longest weakly increasing subsequence in the word
 Sta .
To close the introduction, we introduce some terminology that will be
Ž .used throughout the paper. C m will denote the Ramanujan sumr
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Ý e2 i lm r where the sum is over all l less than and prime to r. Anl
element w in the symmetric group S is said to have a descent at position in
Ž . Ž . Ž .if 1	 i	 n 1 and w i  w i 1 . The notation d w will denote the
Ž .number of descents of w. The major index of w, denote maj w , will be the
sum of the positions i at which w has a descent. The permutation w is said
Ž . Ž . Ž .to have a cyclic descent at n if w n  w 1 . Then cd w is defined as
Ž . Ž .d w if w has no cyclic descent at n and as d w  1 if w has a cyclic
 descent at n. As noted in Ce1 , the concepts of descents and cyclic
Ždescents have analogs for all Weyl groups. The descents are the simple
positive roots mapped to negative roots and w has a cyclic descent if it
.keeps the highest root positive.
2. TYPE A AFFINE SHUFFLES
This section gives six definitions for what we call type A affine k-shuf-
 fles. The first two are due to Cellini Ce1 and are the best in that they
 generalize to all Weyl groups. The next four are due to the author F5 and
Žare very useful for computational purposes. The final definition is a
‘‘physical’’ description of affine type A 2-shuffles. A good problem is to
.extend the physical description to higher values of k. In all of the
Ždefinitions k is a positive integer. A seventh definition which is conjec-
.tural but very conceptual and potentially valid for all Weyl groups appears
 in the final section of F5 . As it requires some effort to describe and will
not be used here, we omit it.
DEFINITIONS OF AFFINE TYPE A K-SHUFFLES
1. Let W be the subgroup of the type A affine Weyl groupk
generated by reflections in the n hyperplanes x  x , . . . , x  x ,1 2 n1 n
4 n1x  x  k . This subgroup has index k in the affine Weyl group andn 1
has k n1 unique minimal length coset representatives, each of which can
be written as the product of a permutation and a translation. Choose one
of these k n1 coset representatives uniformly at random and consider its
permutation part. Define a type A affine k-shuffle to be the distribution
on permutations thus obtained.
2. A type A affine k-shuffle assigns probability to w1 
 S equal ton
n1 Ž .1k multiplied by the number of integer vectors  , . . . ,  satisfying1 n
the conditions:
Ž .a     01 n
Ž .b      ,   	 k1 2 n 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c    if w i  w i 1 with 1	 i	 n 1i i1
Ž . Ž . Ž .d     k if w n  w 1 .1 n
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3. A type A affine k-shuffle assigns probability to w1 
 S equal ton
1k n1 multiplied by the number of partitions with 	 n 1 parts of size
Ž .at most k cd w such that the total number being partitioned has size
Ž .congruent to maj w mod n. Equivalently, it assigns probability equal to
n1 Ž .1k multiplied by the number of partitions with 	 k cd w parts of
size at most n 1 such that the total number being partitioned has size
Ž .congruent to maj w mod n.
4. A type A affine k-shuffle assigns probability to w1 
 S equal ton
n k cd w  rŽ .
1 r
C maj wŽ .Ž .Ý rn1 k cd wnk Ž . Ž .r n , kcd w  0
r
if k cd w  0,Ž .
1
n1k
if k cd w  0, maj w  0 mod n ,Ž . Ž .
0 otherwise.
5. A type A affine k-shuffle assigns probability to w1 
 S equal ton
1 k n cd w  1Ž .rn majŽw .Coeff. of q in q ,Ýn1 ž /k n 1r0
A where denotes the q-binomial coefficientB
1 q  1 q AŽ . Ž .
.B AB1 q  1 q 1 q  1 qŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
6. A type A affine 2 shuffle has the following physical description
for the symmetric group S .2 n
Step 1. Choose an even number between 1 and 2n with the probability
2n 2 n1Ž .of getting 2 j equal to 2 . From the stack of 2n cards, form a2 j
second pile of size 2 j by removing the top j cards of the stack and then
putting the bottom j cards of the first stack on top of them.
Step 2. Now one has a stack of size 2n 2 j and a stack of size 2 j.
Drop cards repeatedly according to the rule that if stacks 1, 2 have sizes
A,B at some time, then the next card comes from stack 1 with probability
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Ž . Ž . ŽA A B and from stack 2 with probability B A B . This is equiva-
2nŽ .lent to choosing uniformly at random one of the interleavings preserv-2 j
.ing the relative orders of the cards in each stack .
The description of x is the same for the symmetric group S , except2 2 n1
2n 1 2 nŽ .that at the beginning of Step 1 the chance of getting 2 j is 2 and2 j
at the beginning of Step 2 one has a stack of size 2n 1 2 j and a stack
of size 2 j.
An important property of these shuffles is the so-called ‘‘convolution
property,’’ which says that a k shuffle followed by a k shuffle is1 2
equivalent to a k k shuffle. It is interesting that the type A riffle shuffles1 2
 of BaD satisfy the same convolution property, as do some of the general-
 izations in F2 .
 The conjecture of F5 that relates the cycle structure of permutations
distributed as affine q-shuffles to the factorization of polynomials with
constant term 1 appears to be interesting. For instance, it is shown there
that for the case of the identity conjugacy class of S , it amounts to then
m  0 case of following observation in ‘‘modular combinatorial
 reciprocity.’’ We recently found this observation in the paper EJPa which
interprets it as a Hermite reciprocity statement in invariant theory.
ŽCOROLLARY. For any positie integers x, y, the number of ways disre-
. Ž .garding order and allowing repetition of writing m mod y as the sum of x
Žintegers of the set 0, 1, . . . , y 1 is equal to the number of ways disregarding
. Ž .order and allowing repetition of writing m mod x as the sum of y integers of
the set 0, 1, . . . , x 1.
n ŽŽ k . Ž ..dLet f be the coefficient of z in z  1  z 1 and let  ben, k , d
Ž .the Moebius function. Let n w be the number of i-cycles in a permuta-i
Ž .tion w. Then F5 the conjecture is equivalent to the truly bizarre
Ž .assertion which we intentionally do not simplify that for all n, m, k,
Coeff. of q munt kÝ
m0 mod n
 nu
cdŽw . majŽw . n Žw .iin t q Ł xÝ Ý in1 tq  1 tqŽ . Ž .n0 w
Sn
 Coeff. of q munt kÝ
m0 mod k1
Ž .1i  d f m , k , i dÝ   1
d ikin t .Ý Ł Ł m iž /1 q x ui1 m1 ik0
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3. SHUFFLES FOLLOWED BY A CUT
 To begin we remark that although the paper BaD says it examined
shuffles followed by a cut, it investigated a cut followed by a shuffle, which
is different.
Let s be the element of the group algebra of S denoting a k-rifflen
1 n1 nŽ .shuffle. Let  be the cyclic permutation 1  n and let c Ý  .i0n
Thus in this notation a shuffle followed by a cut is simply cs. The inverse
of an element Ýr w of the group algebra will be taken to mean Ýr w1.w w
It is useful to recall the following formula of Bayer and Diaconis.
 THEOREM 1 BaD . The coefficient of a permutation w in the element s is
1 1n k d w  1Ž . .n ž /nk
Theorem 2 derives an analogous formula for a shuffle followed by a cut.
THEOREM 2. The coefficient of a permutation w in the element cs is
1 1n k cd w  1Ž . .n1 ž /nk n 1
Proof. Consider instead the coefficient of w in s1c. This coefficient is
equal to
n11
k 1Coeff. of w in s .Ýn k0
k Ž . Ž .The element w maps i to w i k mod n . Consequently, letting cd w
Ž .be the number of cyclic descents of w, there are cd w values of k for
k Ž . Ž .which w has cd w  1 descents, and n cd w values of k for which
k Ž .w has cd w descents. Combining this with Theorem 1 shows that the
coefficient of w in s1c is
1 n k cd w n k cd w  1Ž . Ž .cd w  n cd w ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n ž / ž /ž /n nnk
which simplifies to the formula in the statement of the theorem.
This yields the following combinatorial corollary.
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COROLLARY 1. Let B be the number of elements of S with i cyclicn, i n
descents. Let A be the number of elements of S with i 1 descents. Thenn, i n
n1 n x i 1Ž .Ž .1. x Ý B n .1	 i	 n1 n, i n 1
2. If n 1 then B  nA .n, i n1, i
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from Theorem 2. The sec-
ond assertion follows from the first together with the well-known facts that
A  A and that A is the unique sequence satisfying Wor-n, i n, n1i n, i
n x i 1Ž .pitzky’s identity x Ý A .1	 i	 n n, i n
 Theorem 3 appears in Ce3 for the case k 2. As noted there, it
Ž .h himplies that cs  cs for any natural number h. The proof given here is
simpler.
THEOREM 3. csc cs.
Proof. Taking inverses and using the fact that c1  c, it is enough to
show that cs1c s1c. The coefficient of w in cs1c is
n11
k 1Coeff. of  w in s c.Ýn k0
Ž k . Ž .It is easy to see that cd  w  cd w for all k. The result now follows
from Theorem 2.
 Next recall the notion of total variation distance P  P between two1 2
probability distributions P and P on a finite set X. It is defined as1 2
1
 P x  P x .Ž . Ž .Ý 1 22 x
X
 The book D2 explains why this is a natural and useful notion of distance
Ž .between probability distributions. P  P the convolution is defined by1 2
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž .P  P  Ý P  P  , and P   P is defined inductively.1 2 
 S 1 2 1 kn
The following elementary lemma will be helpful.
LEMMA 1. Let P, Q, be any measures on a finite group G and let U be the
   uniform distribution. Then PQU 	 QU .
Theorem 4 shows that cuts do not speed up the convergence rate of
riffle shuffles.
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Ž . Žk .THEOREM 4. 1 Let S , C, U denote the probability distribution corre-
sponding to a k-riffle shuffle, a cut, and the uniform distribution, respectiely.
 Žk .   Žk .  ŽThen CS U 	 S CU and the inequality can be strict. In
words, a shuffle followed by a cut is more random than a cut followed by a
.shuffle.
Ž .  Žk .   Žk . 2 For n 1, CS U  S U .S Sn n1
Ž .3 Let W be the conolution of any finite sequence of riffle shuffles and
cuts. Let W be the conolution of the same finite sequence, but with the cuts
Želiminated. By abuse of notation, these can be iewed on any symmetric
.group. Then
   WU  WU .S Sn n1
Proof. For the first assertion, observe that Theorem 3 gives that
CS Žk . CS Žk .C. Now use Lemma 1. Computations with the sym-
metric group S show that the inequality can be strict.4
Ž .For the second assertion, let B n, i be the number of elements of Sn
Ž .with i cyclic descents and let A n, i be the number of elements of S withn
i 1 descents. Observe that
k n i 1
n11 1ž /n 1Žk . CS U  B n , i Ž .Ý n12 n!nki1
k n i 1
n11 1ž /n 1 A n 1, i Ž .Ý n12 n 1 !k Ž .i1
 Žk .  S U .S 1n
The second equality is the second part of Corollary 1 and the final equality
follows from Theorem 1.
For the third assertion, the inequality is clear if W has no cuts.
Otherwise, combining the fact that S Ž i.S Ž j. S Ž i j. for any i, j with
Theorem 3 shows that W is equivalent to a convolution of the form
Žk1. Žk 2 . Ž Ž0.S CS with k or k possibly 0 and S denoting the measure1 2
.placing all mass on the identity . Now observe that
 Žk1. Žk 2 .   Žk1. Žk 2 . S CS U  CS CS US Sn n
 Žk1 k 2 .  CS U Sn
 Žk1 k 2 .  S U .Sn 1
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The first equality is Lemma 1, the second equality comes from Theorem 3,
and the third equality is the second part of this theorem.
 A formula for a cut followed by a riffle shuffle appears in BaD ,
although it is not evident how it could be used to prove Part 1 of Theorem
4.
Ž .As a final problem, we observe that the n-cycle  1  n is a minimal
length Coxeter element for type A. As there are analogs of shuffling for
 other finite Coxeter groups BeBe, F2 , it may be possible to extend the
results of this paper to other Coxeter groups.
4. REPRESENTATION THEORY
This section uses representation theory to obtain a formula for the cycle
structure of a riffle shuffle followed by a cut.
It is useful to recall the notion of a cycle index associated to a character
Ž .of the symmetric group. Letting n w be the number of i-cycles of ai
Ž .permutation w and N be a subgroup of S , one defines Z 	 asn N
1
n Žw .iZ 	  	 w a .Ž . Ž .Ý ŁN i N iw
N
The cycle index stores complete information about the character 	 . For a
 proof of the following attractive property of cycle indices, see Fe .
LEMMA 2. Let N be a subgroup of S and 	 be a class function on N.n
Then
Z IndSn 	  Z 	 .Ž . Ž .Ž .S N Nn
Next, recall that an idempotent e of the group algebra of a finite group
G defines a character 	 for the action of G on the left ideal KGe of the
group algebra of G over a field K of characteristic zero. For a proof of
Lemma 3, which will serve as a bridge between representation theory and
 computing measures over conjugacy classes, see Han . For its statement,
² :let e w be the coefficient of w in the idempotent e.
LEMMA 3. Let C be a conjugacy class of the finite group G, and let 	 be
the character associated to the idempotent e. Then
1
² :	 w  e w .Ž .Ý Ý G w
C w
C
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It is also convenient to define
² : niŽw .Z e  e w a ,Ž . Ý ŁS in
iw
Sn
which makes sense for any element e of the group algebra. Note that one
does not divide by the order of the group. When e is idempotent and 	 is
the associated character, Lemma 3 can be rephrased as
Z 	  Z e .Ž . Ž .S Sn n
To proceed recall the Eulerian idempotents e j , j 1, . . . , n in then
group algebra QS of the symmetric group over the rationals. These cann
n  Ž .be defined GerS as follows: Let s Ýw where the sum is over alli, ni i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .permutations w such that w 1    w i , w i 1    w n , and
let s Ýn1s . Letting   2 j 2, the e j are defined asn i1 i, ni j n
s  n ije  .Łn   Ž .ij j i
They are orthogonal idempotents which sum to the identity.
The following result, which we shall need, is due to Hanlon. The symbol
 denotes the Moebius function of elementary number theory.
 THEOREM 5 Han .
 n
i dŽ .1i  d ki i Ý1 k Z e  1 a .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý ŁS n i n d i
i1n1 i1
 THEOREM 6 Ga .
n
n k d w  1Ž .i ik e  w.Ý Ýn ž /ni1 w
Sn
Remark. Combining Lemma 3 and Theorem 6, one sees that the
 formula for the cycle structure of a riffle shuffle DMP and Theorem 5
imply each other. It is interesting that both proofs used a bijection of
 Gessel and Reutenauer GesR .
jTo continue, we let e denote the idempotent obtained by multiplyingn
j Ž . Žthe coefficient of w in e by sgn w . Let 
 be the n 1 cycle 1n n1
n i i j. Ž . Ž .2  n 1 and   1 n 1 Ý sgn 
 
 . Viewing e as inn1 i0 n1 n1 n
 the group algebra of S , Whitehouse Wh proves that for j 1, . . . , nn1
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jthe element  e is an idempotent in the group algebra QS , whichn1 n n1
we denote by f j . Whitehouse’s main result is the following:n1
j j THEOREM 7 Wh . Let F , E be the irreducible modules correspondingn1 n
j jto the idempotents f and e . Thenn1 n
j j
j i S in 1F  E  Ind E . n1 n1 S nn
i1 i1
As a final preparation for the main result of this section, we link the
jidempotent  e with riffle shuffles followed by a cut.n1 n
n j j Ž .LEMMA 4. The coefficient of w in Ý k  e is sgn wj1 n1 n
1 k n cd wŽ .Ž ..n 1 n
Proof. Given Theorem 6, this is an elementary combinatorial verifica-
tion.
Theorem 8 now derives the cycle structure of a permutation distributed
as a shuffle followed by a cut. To simplify the generating functions, recall
Ž .that Ý  d vanishes unless i 1.d  i
THEOREM 8.
1 n k cd wŽ . n Žw .i1 aÝ Ý Ł in1 ž /nn 1 kŽ . in1 w
Sn1
Ž .Ž i d .1iÝ  d k 1d  i1 a 1 a1 i 1   1 .Ł iž /k 1 k k 1 ki1
If k q is the size of a finite field, this says that the cycle type of a
permutation distributed as a shuffle followed by the cut has the same law as
the factorization type of a monic degree n polynomial oer F with a non-q
anishing constant term.
iŽ . i1Proof. Replacing a by a k 1 , it is enough to show thati i
1 n k cd wŽ . n Žw .i1 sgn w aŽ .Ý Ý Ł iž /nn 1Ž . in1 w
Sn1
1 1 i dŽ .Ž .1iÝ  d k 1d  ii1 1  a  1 1 a .Ž .Ž .Ł1 ik 1 k 1 i1
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Using Lemmas 24 and Theorem 7, one sees that
1 n k cd wŽ . n Žw .i1 sgn w aŽ .Ý Ý Ł iž /nn 1Ž . in1 w
Sn1
 n
j j 1 k Z fŽ .Ý Ý S nn 1
n1 j1
j j n  n
j S i j in 1 1 k Z Ind e  k Z eŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý Ý Ýž /S S n S n1n 1 n n1
n1 j1 i1 n1 j1 i1
 n n1 ik  k
i 1 a Z eŽ .Ý Ý1 S nn ž /k 1n1 i1
 n n1 ik  k
i Z eŽ .Ý Ý S n1n 1 ž /k 1n1 i1
 na k 11 n i 1 a kZ e  k Z eŽ . Ž .Ý Ý1 S 1 S n1 nk 1 n2 i1
 n1 a1 i i k Z e .Ž .Ý Ý S nnk 1 n2 i1
n i n iŽ .To simplify things further, recall that Ý Z e is a since the e ’s sumi1 S n i nn
to the identity. The above then becomes
 n1 1 a1 i i1  a  1 k Z e ,Ž .Ý Ý1 S nnž /k 1 k 1 n1 i1
so the sought-after result follows from Theorem 5.
Ž .We observe that a combinatorial proof of Theorem 8 which must exist
would give a new proof of Theorem 7 by reversing the steps. To close this
section we remark that Theorem 8 gives analogs of all the results in
 Section 5 of DMP for k-riffle shuffles followed by a cut. For instance, the
expected number of fixed points is 1 whereas for k-riffle shuffles it is
1 1k 1k n1. For fixed k as n  the joint distribution of the
number of i-cycles after a k-shuffle followed by a cut converges to
Ž .Ž i d .independent negative binomials with parameters 1iÝ  d k  1d  i
i  and 1k . The large cycles have the same limit theory as in DMP . Proofs
are at the author’s web site.
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5. CONJUGACY CLASSES
The aim of this section is to give evidence for the conjecture at the end
Ž .of Section 2, in the case when gcd q 1, n  1. Note that under this
assumption a uniformly chosen degree n polynomial with non-zero con-
stant term and a uniformly chosen degree n polynomial with constant term
1 have the same chance of factoring into n i-cycles. Hence in this case thei
conjecture amounts to the assertion that affine shuffles and shuffles
followed by a cut, although they are different probability measures, induce
the same distribution on conjugacy classes. Before posing a problem which
would explain why this should hold, some lemmas are needed.
r1 Ž .LEMMA 5. If r 1, then Ý C j  0.j0 r
Proof. If l is relatively prime to r, then multiplication by l permutes
 4the numbers 0, 1, . . . , r 1 mod r. Thus
r1 r1 r1
2 i jl r 2 i j rC j  e   r e  0.Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýr
j0 0	l	r j0 j0
Ž .gcd l , r 1
ŽLEMMA 6. For n 1, let t be the largest diisor of n such that gcd cd
. Ž .1, t  1. Suppose that gcd n, q 1  1 and that r diides n and q cd.
Then r diides t.
Ž .Proof. Observe that gcd r, cd 1  1. Suppose there is some a 1
dividing r and cd 1. Then a divides q cd and cd 1, hence q 1.
Since a divides r and r divides n, it follows that a divides n. This
Ž .contradicts the assumption that gcd q 1, n  1.
Next we pose the problem of determining whether or not the following
statement holds.
Statement 1. For n 1, let t be the largest divisor of n such that
Ž .gcd cd 1, t  1. Then for every conjugacy class C of S , the set ofn
permutations in C with cd cyclic descents has its major index equidis-
tributed mod t.
Theorem 9 shows that if Statement 1 holds, then the conjecture about
the cycle structure of permutations distributed as affine shuffles is correct.
Some evidence in favor of Statement 1 is then given.
Ž .THEOREM 9. Suppose that gcd q 1, n  1. If Statement 1 is correct,
then affine shuffles and shuffles followed by a cut hae the same distribution
on conjugacy classes.
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Proof. Suppose that Statement 1 is correct and recall the third defini-
Ž .tion of affine q-shuffles in Section 2. If q cd w then both the affine
q-shuffle and the q-riffle shuffle followed by a cut assign probability 0 to
Ž . n1w. If q cd w , then the affine q-shuffle assigns probability 1q to w
Ž . Ž .if maj w  0 mod n, and 0 otherwise. If q cd w , then the q-riffle
shuffle followed by a cut associates probability 1nqn1 to w. Since
q cd, the t in Statement 1 is equal to n, which implies that for every
conjugacy class C the set of permutations in C with cd cyclic descents has
major index equidistributed mod n. Hence Statement 1 holds in this case.
Ž .The third and final case is that q cd w . Suppose that r 1 divides n
and q cd. Lemma 6 implies that r divides t. Hence, by Statement 1, for
any conjugacy class C, the set of permutations with cd cyclic descents has
Žits major index equidistributed mod r. Consequently the second equality
.below holding by Lemma 5 and the equidistribution property mod r ,
n q cd r
n 1 r
C maj wŽ .Ž .Ý Ý Ý rn1 q cdnqcd1 w
C r n , qcd  0Ž .cd w cd r
n q cd r
n 1 r C maj wŽ .Ž .Ý Ý Ý rn1 q cdnqcd1  w
Cr n , qcd  0 Ž .cd w cdr
n 1 n q cd 1 1Ý Ýn1 ž /n 1nqcd1 w
C
Ž .cd w cd
1 n q cd w  1Ž . .Ý n1 ž /nq n 1w
C
Ž .From Theorem 2 the formula for a q-riffle shuffle followed by a cut ,
Statement 1 follows.
Next we consider evidence in favor of the ideas of this section. Inciden-
 tally, given Section 4, Proposition 1 confirms conjecture 1 in F5 in type A
when n is prime and q is a power of n.
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that n is prime and that q is a power of n. Then
type A affine q-shuffles are exactly the same as q-riffle shuffles followed by a
cut.
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Proof. The probability that an affine q shuffle yields w is
n q cd w1  rŽ .
1 r 1C maj w .Ž .Ž .Ý rn1 1nq q cd wŽ .1 Ž .r n , qcd w  0
r
Ž .Since 1	 cd w 	 n 1 for any w in S , the assumptions on n and qn
Ž 1 .imply that the only r dividing n and q cd w is r 1. The result now
follows from Theorem 2.
THEOREM 10. Statement 1 holds for the identity conjugacy class and for
the conjugacy class of simple transpositions.
Proof. For the identity conjugacy class, use the third definition of
Žaffine q-shuffles in Section 2 together with the assumption that gcd n, q
.1  1.
Next consider the case of simple transpositions. Suppose that n 4, the
Ž .other cases being trivial. One checks that all simple transpositions i, j
with i j have either 2 or 3 cyclic descents. The easy case is that of 2
Ž . Ž .cyclic descents. The possible values of i, j are then i, i 1 for 1	 i	
Ž . Ž .n 2, 1, n , and n 1, n . The values of the major index thus obtained
 4are 1, . . . , n , and each value is hit once. Thus Statement 1 holds in this
case.
The harder case is that of three cyclic descents. The relevant transposi-
Ž . Žtions are i, j with 1	 i, j n and j i 1 having major index i j
. Ž . Ž .1 and i, n with 2	 i n 1 having major index i n 1 .
First suppose that n is odd. It suffices to prove that
xmajŽw . mod nÝ
Ž .w i , j
Ž .cd w 3
Ž n . Ž .is a multiple of x  1  x 1 . Calculating gives
xmajŽw . mod nÝ
Ž .w i , j
Ž .cd w 3
Ž . Ž .n3 2 n3 2ni1 n21
i j i j x x  x xÝ Ý Ý Ýnxi1 ji1 i1 jni
n3 n2 n31
i j i x x  xÝ Ý Ýnx Ž . ji1 i1i n1 2
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Ž . Ž .n3 2 n3 21 1
i ni i1 i n1 ni x x  x  x x  xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýnž /x 1 xi1 i1
n31 1
i n1 i1 n2 x x  x  x  xŽ .Ýnž /x 1 x Ž .i n1 2
n 3 x n  1
 ,
2 x 1
as desired.
Next suppose that n 2 a with a 0. It suffices to prove that
xmajŽw . mod nÝ
Ž .w i , j
Ž .cd w 3
Ž n2 a . Ž . Žis a polynomial multiple of x  1  x 1 . Calculating as above and
.omitting the steps analogous to the previous computation gives that
xmajŽw . mod nÝ
Ž .w i , j
Ž .cd w 3
1
2 4 n2 3 5 n1 1 x  x  x  x x  x  xŽ .
x 1
x n  1
 2x  1
x n2
a  1 x Ž2 a1 .n2 a  x n2 a  1
 .
x 1 x 1
Since n2 a is odd, it follows that x Ž2 a1 .n2 a  x n2 a  1 is divisible
by x 1.
6. PATIENCE SORTING
Having described the motivation in the Introduction, we outline and
then execute a strategy for obtaining generating function information for
the first pile size in patience sorting from decks with repeated values. The
first step is to apply ideas of Foata to obtain generating functions for
multiset permutations by the number of cycles. The second step is to give a
Ž  .multiset records-to-cycles bijection generalizing the one used in AD ,
which converts information about the distribution of cycles to information
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about the distribution of records. The final step is to read information off
of the generating function.
Ž .Some notation is needed. Let a denote the vector a , a , . . . , with1 2
ÝaiŽ . Ž .a  0 and Ýa  . Let Mult a denote the collection of all a , a , . . .i i 1 2
words of length Ýa formed from a i’s.i i
 We recall Foata’s theory of cycle structure for multisets Fo , following
 Knuth’s superb exposition Kn . Suppose that the elements of the multiset
are linearly ordered. Then multiset permutations can be written in two-line
notation,
a a a b b c d d d d .ž /c a b d d a b d a d
Foata introduced an intercalation product which multiplies two multisetT
permutations  and  by expressing  and  in two line notation,
juxtaposing these two-line notations, and then sorting the columns in
non-decreasing order of the top line. For example,
a a b c d a b d d d
c a d a b b d d a dT
a a a b b c d d d d
c a b d d a b d a d
Foata proved that if the elements of the multiset M are linearly ordered
by the relation  , then the permutations  of M correspond exactly to
the possible intercalations
 x  x y x  x y  x  x y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .11 1n 1 21 2 n 2 T t1 t n t1 2 tT T
with y 	 y 	  	 y and y  x for 1	 j	 n , 1	 i	 t. This defines1 2 t i i j i
a notion of cycle structure for multiset permutations by letting the cycles
Ž .be the intercalation factors. Let C  be the number of length i cycles ofi
Ž . Ž . Ž . and C  ÝC  be the total number of cycles. Let C  be thei i
number of i-cycles of  , where cycles with the same minimum value y arej
Ž . Ž .counted at most once. Let C  ÝC  . For example, the multiseti
permutation
431 231 4Ž . Ž . Ž .T T
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies C   2, C   1, C   3, and C   2.3 3
Proposition 2 gives generating functions for multiset permutations.
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PROPOSITION 2.
 1
CŽ . ai1 u x Ý Ý Ł Łi 1 x u 1Ý xŽ .i1 k1 k j k ja Ž .
Mult a
 x  1Ý xŽ .k j k jC Ž . ai1 u x  1 uÝ Ý Ł Łi ž /1 x  1Ý xŽ .i1 k1 k j k ka Ž .
Mult a
Proof. Both generating functions follow easily from Foata’s method of
representing permutations by intercalations. The k ’s on the right-hand
side index the letters of the alphabet. The point is that cycles are formed
by fixing a smallest element k and specifying an ordered choice of
elements larger than k; permutations are ordered multisets of such cycles.
We remark that the generating functions of Proposition 2 are quasi-
symmetric functions in the sense that for any i    i and j  1 n 1
 j the coefficients of x i1  x in and x j1  x jn are equal.n 1 n 1 n
Theorem 11 converts information about the distribution of cycles to
information about the distribution of records. Some further notation is
needed for its statement. Let  rev be the word obtained by reading from
right to left the bottom line in the 2-line form of  . Recalling the
Ž . Ž .definition of solitaire from the Introduction, let P  and P  be thei i
number of cards in pile i of solitaire with ties allowed and ties forbidden,
respectively.
Ž .THEOREM 11. 1. For any gien a, there is a bijection : Mult a 
Ž .Mult a such that if R , . . . , R are the positions of the left-to-right minima1 t
Ž . rev Ž .ties are allowed of  , then R  R , R  R , . . . , R  R , Ýa  12 1 3 2 t t1 i
Ž . R are the cycle lengths in Foata’s factorization of   .t
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..2. P   C   and P   C   .1 1
Ž .Proof. For the first assertion, define   as an intercalation of cycles
Ž .formed by entries in the bottom line of  , with cycles from left-to-right
Ž .having lengths Ýa  1 R , R  R , . . . , R  R . The assertion isi t t t1 2 1
then evident, and the following example may help to untangle the nota-
tion. The multiset permutation  d d b c d b b c a b a c d b d has  rev
Ž rev . Ž rev . Ž rev .d b d c a b a c b b d c b d d with R   1, R   2, R   5,1 2 3
Ž rev .R   7, and Ýa  1 16. Thus forming from  cycles of lengths4 i
Ž .9, 2, 3, 1 gives   as the intercalation
d d b c d b b c a b a c d b d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T T T
For the second assertion, we give the argument for the first equality, the
argument for the second assertion being analogous. The point is that the
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number of cards in pile 1 of solitaire with ties allowed applied to  is
simply the number of left-to-right minima with ties allowed to  . The
result now follows from the first assertion.
Proposition 3 shows that when one considers random words from a finite
alphabet, there is a factorization for the full cycle structure vector, not
 only the number of cycles. Recent work of Tracy and Widom TW
connects random words with random matrices chosen from the Laguerre
Ž . nensemble. Let Word N be the N words of length n from an alphabetn
Ž .on N letters say 1, 2, . . . , N . Each such word can be viewed as a multiset
permutation.
PROPOSITION 3.
N1
a Ž . C Ž .k i1 x uÝ Ý Ł Łk inN k1 i1n Ž .
Word Nn
N
i1x xNk j 1 1 u Ý .Ž .Ł Ł i jk1N Nž /ž /
i1 k1
1 x x nŽ .
C Ž .i1 x  uŽ . Ý Ý Ł inN i1n Ž .
Word Nn
i i1x N kN 1 Ž .N N .Ł Ł i i1u x N kii1 k1 1 Ž .N N
N1 a Ž . C Ž .k i1 x uÝ Ý Ł Łk inN k1 i1n Ž .
Word Nn
N x 1k 1 u .Ł Ł i xN jž /N 1Ýi1 k1 jk1 N
1 x x nŽ . C Ž .i1 x  uŽ . Ý Ý Ł inN i1n Ž .
Word Nn
x 1
1 ui xNN N 1Ý jk1 N
 .Ł Ł x 1i1 k1 1 xNN 1Ý jk1 N
Proof. For the first assertion, note by Foata’s representation of multi-
set permutations as intercalations that each i-cycle is formed by fixing a
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smallest element k and specifying an ordered choice of i 1 elements
larger than k to occupy the first i 1 positions of the cycle. Since multiset
permutations are ordered multisets of such cycles, one concludes that
N
a Ž . C Ž .k i1 x uÝ Ý Ł Łk i
k1 i1n Ž .
Word Nn
N 1
 .Ł Ł i1Ni1 k1 1 u x Ý xŽ .i k jk1 j
Now replace each x by x N.i i
To prove the second assertion, replacing each x by x in the firsti
assertion yields the equation
1
n C Ž .i1 x uÝ Ý Ł inN i1n Ž .
Word Nn
i1iN u x N ki 1 1 .Ł Ł ž /ž /ž /N Ni1 k1
Setting all u  1 and taking reciprocals shows thati
i1iN x N k
1 x 1 .Ł Ł ž /ž /N Ni1 k1
The result follows by multiplying the previous two equations.
The arguments for the third and fourth assertions are analogous.
The second and fourth equations have probabilistic interpretations. For
instance, in the second equation fix x such that 0 x 1. The equation
Ž . nthen says that if one picks n geometrically with probability 1 x x and
Ž .then picks 
Word N uniformly at random, the random variablesn
Ž . C  are sums of independent geometrics. In the fourth equation the Ci i
become sums of independent binomials. Lemma 7 permits asymptotic
statements in the n  limit.
Ž .LEMMA 7. If f 1   and the Taylor series of f around 0 conerges at
u 1, then
f uŽ .
n lim u  f 1 .Ž .n 1 u
Ž .  nProof. Write the Taylor expansion f u Ý a u . Then observen0 n
n n  Ž . Ž .that u f u  1 u Ý a .i0 i
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As a corollary, one sees for instance that as n  the number of
 4i-cycles of a random length-n word from the alphabet 1, . . . , N converges
k i1Ž .to a sum of independent geometrics with parameters 1 as kN
1, . . . , N. For more on this type of factorization result and its applications,
   see LlS for the symmetric groups, DS for the compact classical groups,
 and F6 for the finite classical groups.
Finally, we consider the application of Proposition 2 and Theorem 11 to
Ž . Ž .patience sorting. As above, P  and P  are the number of cards in1 1
pile 1 of patience sorting with ties allowed and ties forbidden respectively.
THEOREM 12. Let  be chosen uniformly at random from the possible
Ž . Ž Žorderings of a deck of cards with a cards labelled i. Then E P Ý a  ai 1 k k 1
.. Ž  . Ž Ž .. a  1 and E P Ý a  a  a  a .k1 1 k k 1 k1 k
Proof. By Proposition 2 and Theorem 11,
 x ukP Ž . a1 i1 u x  1 1 .Ý Ý Ł Łi ž /ž /1Ý xi1 k1 j k ja Ž .
Mult a
Differentiating with respect to u and setting u 1 implies that the sought
expectation is
1 x 1kaiCoeff. of x inŁ Ýi 1Ý x 1Ý xn i j k jka , a , . . .ž /1 2
1

n
a , a , . . .ž /1 2
a  a  b  b  1 k1 k k1
 Ý Ý ž /a , . . . , a , b , b , . . .1 k1 k k1k : a 0 b , b 1, . . . 0k k k

a  1 b  a  b  k k k1 k1ž /a  1 b , a  b , . . .k k k1 k1
1 1
 Ý a !  a ! a  1 !a ! n Ž .1 k1 k k1k : a 0ka , a , . . .ž /1 2
a  1 a ak k1 k2
ž / ž / ž /b b bk k1 k2
 .Ý Ýa  1ib , b , . . . 0k k1 ž /a  a  b  b  1 k1 k k1
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Letting s b  b   , this simplifies tok k1
a  a  1k k1a a  1k k1 ž /1 sÝ Ý Ýa  1Ýa iik : a 0 s0k
a  a  sž /1 k1
a a  1k k11 a  a  s1 k1 Ý Ý ž /sÝa  1ik : a 0 s0k Ýai a  až /1 k1
ak Ý a  a  11 k1k : a 0k
ak .Ý a  a  11 k1k
The second calculation is similar.
As a final result, we study patience sorting applied to I , the fixed point2 n
 free involutions in the symmetric group S . By Rai , the number of piles2 n
in such a game relates to the eigenvalues of random symplectic and
orthogonal matrices. Consequently, this restricted version of patience
sorting merits further study. Proposition 4 shows that the generating
function for the first pile size factors.
PROPOSITION 4.
n
P Ž . 21x  x  2 i 1 .Ž .Ž .Ý Ł
i1
I2n
Proof. The proposition is proved by induction, the base case being
trivial. Suppose that the proposition holds for I . Given 
 I , let j2Ž n1. 2 n
Ž .be the symbol with which 2n is switched. If j 1, then P  is the same1
Ž .as P   where   is obtained by crossing the symbols j and 2n out of  .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .If j 1, then P   P    2, where P   is obtained by crossing1 1 1
the symbols 1, 2n out of  . Consequently,
x P1Ž . 2n 2 x P1Ž . x 2 x P1Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý

I 
I 
I2n 2 n2 2 n2
and the result follows by induction.
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